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Mass Text Message! Personalized Mass Text & Bulk SMS on iMessage, WhatsApp, Email! Send in bulk, but recipients can't see who else you text! Replies go back only to you!Mass Text Message The Right Way: Personalized with Hit Em Up! Now on your Mac!See what you've been missing out on with Hit Em Up, the quickest way to send a
personalized mass text to your contacts as one-to-one personal messages in bulk (No Reply All)! Saving you HOURS of time texting— turned into just a few minutes.Send via:• SMS from multiple popular services, including the number built into your phone/mac•iMessage• Email•WhatsApp+ more! Open the app to see all options!Are you dissatisfied
with how often and effectively you communicate with your clients, customers, team, prospective sales leads, or other key people in your network? Do you worry that sometimes meaningful connections fall through the cracks?Right now, you are missing out on:• A ton of sales and referrals!• An active and growing congregation!• Happier and more
engaged customers, clients, and teams!Did you know that successful life coaches, top-grossing personal trainers, clergy with growing congregations, top revenue-generating sales team members, savvy entrepreneurs all have one key trait in common? Can you guess what it is? It's an impeccable ability to maintain personal relationships with hundreds
of people by giving them individual attention and care. That is at the core of why they became successful in the first place! But! There is one challenge...The problem is that the task of keeping relationships alive and healthy can be daunting or downright impossible at scale... without the proper assistant! Meet Hit Em Up!Hit Em Up helps you:• Send
personalized and individualized texts to all your contacts one-on-one. You manage your text threads in groups, but your recipients see them as one on one messages that are personalized and meaningful to them because they don't know who else you sent the message to, and the message is sent from your phone number!• Send personal text messages
that automatically insert your contacts' first (and last) name into the text!• Attach photos and include links to videos!• Hit Em Up syncs directly to your Mac's Contact book for fast importing!——NEW PREMIUM FEATURES IN HIT EM UP STANDARD:• Customize your messages with all the information on the fields of your contacts and create
unlimited of your own tags for maximum personalization.• Schedule Messages to Remind Yourself to Send Later!• Smart Selectors allow you to create groups fast with simple queries like ::firstname:: contains "John" or ::birthday:: is Today. Groups automatically update as the information on your contacts updates!• Import CSV files/spreadsheets of
contact lists (such as student rosters, names you collected from your website, or other database or list), directly from inside the app. All the fields are accessible to use in the body of your messages!——Hit Em Up is perfect for sales, promoting events if you're a promoter, inviting people to events, and keeping your relationships alive!Stop Waiting. It's
time to act. Do the #1 thing which makes people successful and start fostering personal relationships with the people who matter most by sending personalized texts with Hit Em Up in a few clicks!•••Get a 10 Day Free Trial of Hit Em Up Mass Text NOW.No subscription or payment information is required! This is a limited-time offer that we are
making available EXCLUSIVELY to you as a welcoming gift for becoming a new member of the Hit Em Up community!We encourage you to contact us if you need help getting started because here at Hit Em Up, we're a family, and we want you to grow with us.•••View pricing by going to the store page on the menu of the app.Need help?Ping us 24/7
with your questions, feature requests, or if you notice any bugs at take privacy seriously. We NEVER sell your data to third parties. By downloading or using Hit Em Up, you agree to our terms of service and privacy policy viewable at the privacy policy link on our app store page. Apr 6, 2022 Version 3.0.68 • Significantly Improved Mac Interface•
Better Syncing• Fixed Bug When Using Mac Sending Mode That incorrectly Directed Messages to iMessage instead of SMS• Small bug fixes I went through an experience where I was having to send 30+ people updates by text 2-3 times a day. It was exhausting to copy and paste my message into each individual chat every time. I wished that
someone had invented a way to send texts like you send emails - to a group, but not in a group chat. Suddenly I had the idea, “Maybe there’s an app for this.” I typed it in on the App Store and tried and deleted a few terrible duds before I came across this app. Hit Em Up is exactly what I was looking for! Now when I need to send my 30+ contacts an
update, I simply go to this app, paste the message ONCE (not 30 times!), and hit “send” to each person. Everyone gets their own individual message, and you can even personalize it with their name. The text sends just like a normal text message, with no “footer” or advertisement for this app attached. Today someone wrote back to me, “How do u
send out group texts but it seems as if they are individual texts. Is there a "Bcc" version of text messaging?” I was proud to share them a link to this app! They wrote back, “That’s pretty neat. Brava!” Yep, I’d have to agree! Hi, anon-anon-anon-2016!Wow, you just totally melt our team's heart!We're really sorry about your struggles with texting in the
past, yet so happy you've found your way to us! We really hope to live up to your expectations in the future, and we hope that you'll continue using HitEmUp for your communication. All we want is to make texting more comfortable and quicker for you!Please, don't hesitate to leave your other feedback about the app on feedback@hitemupapp.com, or
you can contact us directly on hitemupapp.com/contact. It would really help us to grow!Iya @ Hit Em Up ❤Customer Success Team.
I purchased a one-month subscription to communicate with a non-profit group's biennial conference. It worked, but much was lacking for what I wanted it to do--and that is communicate with important updates and
changes. 1) I wanted to import >400 names; 2) But I didn't really want all those names in my private contact list (they are); 3) the restriction that permits sending only 50 texts at a time meant I had to make 9 groups, but the app doesn't identify what has been sent so it's counting on fingers; 4) Each of the groups requires multiple click-throughs to
actually send a text. Need to be aware of that!; 5) the interface is clunky; and 6) the request to rate the ap is intrusive....again...and again. (I'll rate it when I know what it can--and cannot--do.)I think there is promise with this app. It worked. It was just difficult to manage and I felt like I was working with 10-year-old software.This app gets higher
marks since Zake contacted me so quickly. Unfortunately, although I'd tried out sending texts to a small group--and it did well--the scale up did not perform well for me. I did make separate groups in my contacts by labeling the company field and using that to make my 50-person group text. I still must now delete. More than 400 entries from my
personal contact list--unless there is a simpler way?Zake--are you saying that if I used the personalized option, I could have distributed them in one go? EDIT Reply 2: Hi again! Can you please reach out to us directly on our website or me @ Zak@hitemupapp.com? I'd love to walk you through the app and what we're doing to suit your needs. It takes
time for our replies to get approved on the app store so it's a lot easier to just chat via email or on the phone. As far as the 400 entries, yes you can technically use that and send them sequentially in one go— However! You should note the limitations of sending a lot of messages from your device through SMS and iMessage in quick succession with or
without us due to what's called rate limiting (something carriers do to help cut down on potential spam). I would love to discuss with you personally because you're the exact type of person we're building our platform for so if you can email me directly it's a lot easier to help you out :)Best,Zak KlineHit Em Up Founder This app has given me zero
problems m. Previously i used an app group text app, which strung together all 72 of my contact list and sent my morning message out all at once. The problem with this although in theory it was simplistic and amazing and no heavy lifting is that the new i0s shortly after iPhone X or right before iPhone X started causing problems with group text, and
not everyone in the list of 72 received the messages. You have no way of knowing until someone ask you why they have not received it. With this app, i have to individually press send on each contact which is annoying and if i ever surpassed 100 i will need a more efficient solution or hope that iOS has their crap together so i can go back to sending
just one string of all contacts. But the other positive with individually sending the text is that i know everyone received and if For some reason there is an error you will be able to see on that persons text thread that they didn’t receive it. I have had 0 percent Failures since using this app. Hey, macnealean!Thank you a lot for your comment! Our team
is really sorry that you've experienced some trouble with the app you've used previously, and we're sorry that you have to deal with the inconvenience of having to individually press "send" for each contact now. Sadly, we can't eliminate Apple's algorithm. Apple keeps tight security over spammers, and while you send out each message individually
through your messaging app of choice, it detects you as a spammer, because you send out more than one message per second. That can result in you being caught in a spam filter or even getting your texting function enabled for up to 48 hours. WE really hope that you understand!It would be really great to receive any other comments, wishes, or
questions about the app on feedback@hitemupapp.com, or you can always contact us directly on hitemupapp.com/contact. It would really help us to grow!Iya @ Hit Em Up ❤Customer Success Team.
The developer, Zakery Kline, indicated that the app’s privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see
the developer’s privacy policy. The following data may be collected and linked to your identity: Contact Info Contacts User Content Identifiers The following data may be collected but it is not linked to your identity: Privacy practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn More Developer Website App Support Privacy
Policy
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